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Students Love Hurricane Isabel
limn' Lawrence
Guest Writer
This week, much of the east coast is
bracing for Hurricane Isabel, which is
likely to affect areas from North
Carolina to New Jersey for the next
several days.
Isabel will be the first major hurricane to hit the east coast since
Hurricane Floyd of 1999. .
On Sunday, Isabel's winds were
measured at well over 125 mph, qualifying as a category 5 hurricane, the
most powerful class of storms.
Fortunately for coastal communities, winds have since died down to
around 110 mph and Isabel has been
downgraded to a "strong category 2"
hurricane.
Several areas in North Carolina,
including the Outer Banks and its' surrounding islands have already been

evacuated, and other areas are expected to follow suit shortly.
Governor Mark Warner has
declared Virginia to be in a 'state of
emergency', and have put both the
National Guard, and the state police
officers on alert at all times. Hospitals
in the Hampton area of Virginia have
begun to evacuate patients to other
facilities in the state.
Here at Ixmgwood, the students
and faculty are preparing for the worst.
By the time Isabel reaches Central
Virginia, it is expected to loose both its
hurricane and tropical storm status.
However, we can still expect heavy
rainfall and strong winds.
The I-ongwood University has cancelled all classes from Wednesday
through Friday. They are encouraging
all students who feel that they can travel home safely to do so; however, they
will remain open for those who can't

Heads vs. Feds
Leslie Smith
News hditor
Bob Stutman, wearing a button-up
shirt and khaki pants, a 25-year veteran
of the D.E.A., and called the "most
famous NARC in America" by the
New York Times and "a true American
hero" by Dan Rather.
Stutman is the drug consultant for
both PBS and CBS, and appears regularly on national television as a drug
expert.
His autobiography, Dead on Delivery
was a New York Times Bestseller and
was made into a televison movie entided Mob Justice.
Steven Hager, wearing beat-up
jeans and a jean jacket, has a Masters
degree in Journalism from the
University of Illinois, and has been an
Editor-in-Chief of High Times for fifteen years.
He is the founder of the Cannabis
Cup, the "academy awards" of marijuana.
Hager's most recent book is
Adventures in the Counterculture.
Each side had fifteen minutes each
to introduce their side of the issue,
then three minutes each to respond to
each question asked by the audience.
Hager started the debate.by pre-
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senting his five reasons for wanting
"mary jane" legalized:
1. It works as good as medicine.
It helps relieve the symptoms of
asthma, strokes, etc
Hager claims that it is better than
any other substance under the sun for
treating such problems.
He did emphasize that pot would
not cure those diseases, though.
Hager also points out that big pharmaceutical companies own patents of
Ritalin and other drugs, but would
never be able to patent weed itself and
therefore would not be able to make
much profit off of it.
"It would be free medicine for
everyone," Hager said.
2. Hemp is good for the environment.
"You could produce four times as
much paper with an acre of hemp than
an acre of trees over a twenty year
period," said Hager.
He went on to explain that George
Washington was a hemp farmer and
encouraged farmers to grow it everywhere.
25,000 different products used to
be made out of hemp before marijuana was made illegal.

See POT p.6

do so.
All those who are staving hare been
warned to remove all things from near
their window. They also should keep
their blinds and windows closed, and
clear the floor of their room.
Also, all appliances and electronics
should be unplugged.
Resident
Advisors should be notified if students are planning on staying in the
dorms.
For students who are staying, several things are being done to lessen the
problems that would arise if a blackout should occur.
F.ach dorm room is being provided
with a flashlight Students need to
carry their ID card and key with them
at all times, as they will need these to
be able to enter the buildings.
Classes are expected to resume as
scheduled on Monday, and the conditions should return to normal shordy.

Students Pa,take ol Lon wood Tradition

*

Senior Class President, Monica Sober (right), and junior,
Kristy Holland, took part in last Friday's Convocation ceremony. Speakers included President Cormier, Senior Class
Vice President, Bryan Lee, and guest speaker. Lieutenant
Colonel Troy Littles. For more pictures, turn to page 6

Abortion Protesters and Counter-Protesters on Campus

Abortion protesters were met by numerous counter-protesters beside Curry last Monday

All around campus students were rallying for or against abortion. Students carried
signs, wore shirts, even shouted their beliefs to bystanders during Monday's protest.

Editorial
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Words From tke Editor
What another eventfilled week. We've got
hurricanes,
people
speaking about marijuana, protesters spitting at students, and
lots of other crazy
stuff.
There is so much

going on around campus, but it amazes me
how litde people know
about this school.
There are committees
that make changes
affecting our life at
school all the time, and
we never know about
it.
For instance, the
Board of Visitors had a
meeting and decided to
make changes to the
Student
Handbook.
Hello?! This directly
affects us, and I bet you
would never know if
wasn't printed in this
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paper.
And let's talk about
this situation with the
Old
Dominion
University
students
evacuating
to
our
school.
I think it's a really
nice idea that our
school will open it's
arms to other universities in times of need,
but do we really have
the resources to house
all of these students?
These poor kids have
to sleep on mats in
Lancer
Gym,
and
where are they going to
eat? The Lancer Cafe
is closed Wednesday
night as of midnight,
and can the Dinning
Hall really handle all of
these extra students?
The administration
initially was going to
allow five hundred students come and stay
here.
FIVE HUNDRED?
Thank goodness that
number dropped down
to two hundred students.

As much of a hassle
this is causing, I still
would say Isabel is my
best friend right about
now.
A four-day weekend?
Hell yeah!
What about this dispute between the Greek
community and the rest
of the school?
I swear, this has been
going for as long as I
can remember.
Every year an angry
Greek will write in to
the paper complaining
that surviving as a chapter on this campus is so
much work, and there
are cops out to get
them, and administration hates them, etc.
The writer's main
claim to Greek fame is
the countless hours of
community service they
do each semester.
But is it really community service when
you are fined for not
showing up?
Is it considered community service if it's
mandatory for your

chapter to be there
because you have to
earn a certain number
of
re-qualification
points every year in
order for your chapter
to stay active?
Come on, we all know
that community service
is supposed to be done
on your own free will,
not something that
Greeks
should
be
forced to do.
Social fraternities and
sororities are around
for the sole purpose of
giving students more of
a social life.

Whatever,
enough
ranting. It's like I said,
there is a lot going on
around campus.
Keeping an open ear
to the ground is all it
takes to make sure our
campus is staying student friendly, and not
falling into the wrong

hands.

Liz Richards
Editor-in-Chief

Letters to tke Editor
Dear Editor:
I am an officer in my sorority
and am writing in response to the
article that was written for the
Sept. 4th issue of The Rotunda
entitled "The Persecution of the
Greek Community".
1 do not feel that the Greek
Community's volunteerism is
"unappreciated."
The Greek
community here at Longwood
puts in coundess hours of community service, which I'm not
debating here.
However, I cannot find anywhere in the community or on
this campus where the services
that the Greek Community provides goes unappreciated.
If the work that the Greek
Community goes unappreciated,
then why does the Big Sibling
program still seek Greeks and
other students on this campus? If
the work goes unappreciated, then

why does the Farmville United ing as they drive past!
Methodist Church seek Greek stuBig siblings should only seek
dents for its nursery during its pro- the smile of a child's face, and
grams?
because you made that child's day
The fact is, the Greek is all the appreciation you need!
Community does a good job (as
Please help me understand what
well as non-Greeks) in its commu- I'm failing to see here - where
nity service. That should be the there aren't any rewards or apprereward; the fact that we are contin- ciation. If someone of the Greek
ually invited back to provide Community doesn't feel that these
another good service.
are rewards, then I don't know
Exacdy what kind of reward or what would be considered a
thanks are you looking for? Is a reward.
red carpet supposed to be laid out
If a member of the Greek
for us for all the work we do? Do Community is only looking for
you want a trophy?
praise for his or her service, then
I hear the phrase "thank you" all that person is in the wrong organthe time from the Adopt-a- ization.
Grandparent program that my
Community service is supposed
sorority participates in each to be selfless, and the act of the
month.
service should be the only reward
A reward for Adopt-a-Highway that one should seek.
is the cleanliness of the highway
after the trash has been picked up,
Kate Feldvary
and the fun of the truckers honkHistorian, Sigma Kappa
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Students Are Educated, Protesters Are Not
I have experienced considerable
disappointment in Longwood
over the past couple of years. I've
seen my school uprooted and
destroyed all in the name of
progress.
I've seen us accept more students than we can house. I've
seen vast amounts of money
spent on improvements that have
nothing to do with me or the
quality of my education.
However, what happened this
week took my disappointment'in
Longwood to a whole new level.
This week, as most everyone
knows, we were visited by the Life
and Liberty Ministries.
I guess I made the mistake of
assuming, as did most of the rest
of you, that these people would
be at least somewhat educated.
That they would at least be
informed as to what exactly it was
that they were protesting against.
I was wrong.
But I was more shocked to
notice that most of the rest of
you were also wrong
You were actually surprised
that the ringleader of this organization was an uneducated, ignorant, bible thumping inbred redneck that hated women, homo-

sexuals, and gretty much anyone
else that disagreed with him.
This is where my disappointment started.
I was very ashamed by the
way that some students reacted
toward this organization. Some
people even going as far as spitting on and cursing at these
individuals.
Did you not stop and think
that this is what they wanted?
These types of groups don't
go around and try to persuade
you with carefully planned presentations of their point of
view. The goal of this group was
to piss people off. Which in my
opinon solves nothing and just
leads to conflict.
Which is exactly what happened.
However, I was disappointed
because as students of this college, we are the educated ones.
We know that the morning after
pill prevents sperm from uniting
with an egg, thus preventing the
need for abortion.
It was publicized that this was
the reason that these people
were attracted to Longwood in
the first place, yet there was no
mention of this that I heard. We

as students are the ones that
should have been knowledgeable
and mature enough to not buy into
what they were doing.
Instead, we did exacdy what
they wanted us to do. Get angry,
upset, and do things such as spit
on them.
Finally, I'm disappointed that
Longwood and the Town of
Farmville would even allow them
to cpme here.
I understand it's their right and
all of that, but this is private property. I understand that sometimes
it's good to be exposed to ignorant
individuals such as that in the
interest of promoting discussion
and free thought
But this was just too much for
me to handle. Pictures of mutilated fetuses rolling down the streets
of my campus. Not to mention the
picture of the World Trade Center
being hit and some reference to
that being God's wrath.
It's good to be disturbed and
angered by something, but this was
too much to handle. Shame on you
Longwood for allowing this to
happen. Shame on you students
for feeding the frenzy.
Anonymous Submission

Want to write for

The Rotunda ?
Or do you just want to submit an article?
Email us at rotunda@loniSwood.edu or call x2120
Our Weekly meetings are Monday's mt 7:30 pan.

Props:
+ To ISABEL!
+ To no classes! A little rain can go a long way
+ To nice guys that like The Rotunda
+ To ODU students coming to Longwood, the
more the merrier
+ To Hurricane Parties!
+ To family members who send "care packages"
+ To being in love
+ To magnetic poetry
+ To the Equate brand at Wal-Mart
+ To WMLU, the only local station that plays
semi-good music
+ To the Communication Studies Majors: those
cunning linguists!
+ To The Family Guy, the new and funnier version of The Simpsons
+ To male gymnasts, wow they are buff
+ To the FOX television network, finally a basic
cable channel that shows soft porn!
+ To Pirates! Arrrrr.... (it's so much fun to say)
Drops:
- To having to take the GRE's in order to get
into Graduate School; the SAT's were bad
enough
- To Greeks vs. the rest of Longwood; enough is
enough*
- To Pro-life protesters using pictures of dead
fetuses
- To old people who smell like urine
- To all the make up work from missing two days
of classes
- To rats and cockroaches on campus
- To rotting food that your roomate just won't
throw away
- To Lifehouse no longer playing at Oktoberfest
- To Greek silence being extended for another
week
- To lovers who cheat
- To the cooler weather, finally those who don't
have air conditioning can live comfortably
- To the California recall election, just appoint
the Terminator to office and call it quits
- To creepy roomates that steal your Victoria's
Secret underwear and razors and money and etc.
- To the Library closing even though students
will have so much make up work to do
- To Pirate haters, Arrrrrr.

Opinion
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Greek Honor Student Fires Back
Dear Editor:
I recently picked up a copy of Tbt
Rotunda and sat down to read it as I
do on a weekly basis. 1 came across
the rebuttal written by Shawn Garrett
and got a little fired up.
The past week has been a week of
debate and stereotypes about the
Greek community here on campus. I
want the Longwood student body to
know what we are about before
jumping to the stereotyped confusion
that we are dumb, alcoholic, young
adults, who do nothing but party.
While I am not going to sit here
and tell you that parties, underage
drinking, and premarital sex do not
go on, I am going to tell you that
these things are done by a vast number of people who may be Greek,
non-Greek, athlete, non-athlete,
honor student, academic probation
student, white, black...etc.
The average GPA of a Longwood
female is in fact lower than the average GPA of the I/Migwood Sorority
student (as obtained by the office of
Sorority and Fraternity life).
If you are having doubts look at
the President's list and Dean's list.
On it you will find an incredible number of Sorority and Fraternity stu-

dents.
Involvement in on and off campus extra curricular activities is done
vasdy by Greeks. Volunteer work is
done in a brag worthy amount by the
Greek community.
On one last note, the idea that the
cops are "not out to get" anybody.
This is entirely uninformed. I consider dressing in street clothes and waiting for unsuspecting freshmen to
walk home "looking."
This is something that has not
only been accounted by many students but actually recendy discussed
by a professor during class.
The efforts made by these cops to
make partying with fraternities illegal
are an infringement upon our rights.
The Greek community should not be
the target of the cops.
If they want to attack underage
drinking they need to realize it's done
by 2 lot more than just the Greek
community-, and is usually done without such precautions as designated
drivers and (Greek) brothers or sis- .
ters who don't drink and instead
watch out for the well-being of the
other people at these parties.
Longwood and its police need to
'fake a look at what good the Greek

community adds to the campus.
They need to realize that we do
have a large percentage of Greeks
and that is a factor about the campus
that entices many of its successful
students to come here. Partying is
going to happen.
We are young adults trying to live
life in the moment We may be going
about it the "wrong" way or endangering our lives but consider this: the
Greeks support the designated driver
program so people aren't drinking
and driving, we also frequendy cover
the risks and consequences within
our chapters.
Also realize that the majority of
the people getting in trouble for
underage drinking aren't the Greeks;
it's other students. This should show
that it's not the Greeks that are the
problem, if there is a problem at all;
it's just the way things have been, are,
and will continue to be many years,
the longwood community should
worry about the student body as a
whole and not discriminate against
one hardworking and dedicated
group of individuals.
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Super Speak Ou t
What are uour thoughts on the aoortionprotest that came to campus last Mondau?
"I didn't like the pictures on the
vans, and I didn't like the tact that
little kids were handing out pamphlets, but I guess controversy is
ahvays good."
--Angle WorelL Staff

"I didn't see many protesters, but
I talked to students and they felt
the protesters were very obtrusive."
—Deirdre Milligan./iwror

"I thought the pictures were disgusting, I didn't want to eat lunch
after I saw that."
-Kelly Slye, Senior

Rachael Amos
Delia '/.eta Sorority

Tlie Hitcliin Post
Well this is it; in two days 1 will
be a happily married man.
The fun days of late nights
out with the boys, later nights
with girls and painful mornings
trying to remember it all, are
over.
But that's O.K.; it's time for a
change and a fresh start on how
1 live my life.
- The question is, what changes
will married life bring?
My fiance and 1 have been living together for three years now,
so the day-to-day can't change
that much right?
But then we already have a
room filled with old baby stuff
that friends have given us, so at
least one big change is probably
around the corner.
My fiance is not pregnant, I
can assure you of that after the
mood she was in last week, but
her bio-clock is obviously ticking
judging by the glazed and greedy
look that comes into her eyes
anytime a word even begins with

"ba."
And there have been Several
uncomfortable conversations
regarding names like Ewan or
Dickens (who could be so
cruel?).
The baby discussions have led
to talk of buying a house, with
what money we are not sure,
because the place we arc currently renting is not up to par safety
wise.
And of course with the house
comes worries about mortgages
and insurance and saving for
retirement at the end of it all.
But wait, I'm not old yet, let's
slow things down and think
about all the good things that
could happen in between.
1 would like to take my new
wife to all the wonderful places
that 1 have been in my life (a
story for another rime) and show
her what I think makes them so
special.
Hopefully we will share many
wonderful plays and movies and

concerts.
Not to mention the romantic
dinners, and relaxed lazy afternoons playing with our dogs.
I don't really know all of the
wonderful things that married
life will bring, just like I cannot
know what challenges will lie
along the path.
The future is just that, a hazy
and impenetrable mystery upon
which to lay our hopes and fears.
The only thing that I know is
that after Saturday, 1 will have
someone to share the journey
with as we help each other along
the way.
Oh and after a six-week moratorium on sex I'm finally going
to get some Saturday night.
No monkeys invited.

"I thought those protesters were
crazy."
-Keysha Foster, Senior

"I was glad to see Longwood students participating, we should
have more protests to get people
rallied up."
-Lakisha Page, Senior

"It got everyone in an uproar, but
more than anything students were
just laughing at the protesters."

Nick Elmcs
Assistant Editor

-Mark Rutherford, Junior

News
Convocation: September 11,2003
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Senior Class officers. President, Monica Sober, Secretary, Angie Bottoms, and Vice-President,
Bryan Lee, gave a toast to those attending. "The toast was found in a yearbook from 1899; it
was read for the first time last year and our class did it again in an effort to make it a tradition. We saw it as something that would enhance the spirit, and it will be up to every senior class president to make it a part of their speech at Convocation," said Sober.

Lieutenant Colonel Troy Littles spoke about being an
American, appreciating freedom, and the fight on terrorism.
A veteran of Desert Shield /Desert Storm, Littles has won
many awards for his efforts while serving in the U.S. Army.

Board of Visitors Meeting Update
Press Release

The Longwood University Board of
Visitors took the following actions
during its meeting on September 13:
'Approved Operating and Capital
Budget requests for faculty salaries,
additional faculty, a new hospitality
program, a 2+2 teacher preparation
program with John Tyler Community
College, modernization of the heating plant, to build a lacrosse/field
hockey complex, renovate Blackwell
and the bookstore, renovate and
expand Lankford, convert some of
the Recreation Center funding from
private to State funding, and to
replace information systems.
•Approved an allocation of
$835,000 from the University's
General Reserve Fund and $75,000
from the Housing Reserve Fund for
repairs on the Bristow, Lancer, and
Curry roofs and for property purchases.
'Approved changes in Student
Handbook policies.
•Approved new policies regarding

Safety
Enforcement,
Space
Allocation and Assignment, and
Space Configuration Management
'Approved changes in the
Employee Cash Match Plan to reflect
provisions of the Economic Growth
and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of
2001. •
'Awarded emeritus status to the
late Dr. Edward D. Smith, professor
of psychology and director of assessment and institutional research, and
also awarded the distinction of Board
of Visitors Distinguished Professor.
A member of the Longwood faculty since 1971, Dr. Smith, a national
expert on student assessment and a
former president of the Faculty
Senate of Virginia, died August 2.
'Elected Barry Case rector, Helen
Phillips vice rector, Dr. Helen
Warriner-Burke secretary, and Ricky
Otey member-at-large of the Board's
executive committee.
'Approved resolutions of appreciation for James Hughes and Sarah
Terry, whose terms on the Board
expired recently.

Students took part in Convocation's long time tradition of seniors being capped by their
"little brothers" or "little sisters," who are generally underclassmen that are good friends
with the senior they are capping. NEED MORE FILLER!

SUPPORT THE MOTON MUSEUM ON CITIZEN LEADER DAY
Each year Ixxngwood Urtrwisity v'otres together to ejtperieree CITIZEN LEADER DAY
CITIZEN LEADER DAY is traditionally a tin* in which die Longwmd community focuses on
its miwino and journey toward creating * culture of ciawn leaders. This year marts Ac 50A
anniversary of Brown v. Boatd of Education. To commemorate «h* anniversary, the Office of
leadership and New .Students Programs and S.E-AJ.. (Student Hducanrirs frit Active leademhip)
have pined with the Moton Museum tociea* a Citiwn Leader Day experience in which participants will learn about how events in Prince Edward County contributed to the modern Civil
Rights Movement.

The Longwood community invites you to participate in CITIZEN LEADER DfV by attending
the 'Buy-a-Pla* * hi ai-raner event«n September 27, 2003 to be held at the Mown Museum from
11 (I) a.m. m 1OQ p.m. Each plate can be purchased for £>, and cnrnisis of fried chicken, sliced
ham mils, vegetables, macaroni ft cheese, and a dessert. ABpmcttdi mB p Mirrttly to tbt Mimn
Mmmm. tt5^ tookJbrwarJ'toparpttrttcifNttsttm in this evtru!

LONGWOOD
UNIVlktITY

@
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President Busk Wants To Expand The Patriot Act
U\WRE
On the second anniversary of the
September 11 attacks, President
Bush rallied Congress to implement new provisions to the
Patriot Act, expanding power to
the Justice Department and other
government agencies over individual citizens and suspected terrorists.
"The Patriot Act imposed
tough new penalties on terrorists
and those who support them. But
as the fight against terror progressed, we have found areas
where more help is required," said
Bush.
These new provisions have

been voiced by Attorney General
John Ashcroft, who wants to pursue the death penalty in more terrorism-related cases, to hold suspects without bail and to remove
the grand jury from the steps
needed to issue a subpoena.
President Bush pressured
Congress to act quickly to pass
this legislation.
"For the sake of the American
people. Congress should change
the law and give law enforcement
officials the same tools they have
to fight terror that they have to
fight other crime," he said.
Many argue that it will be hard
to sell these proposals to
Congress.
They argue the political climate

of the nation has changed considerably since the passage of the
first Patriot Act, as the proAmerican fervor which arose
after the September 11 attacks is
beginning to wear off.
The ACLU launched a backlash against Bush's endorsement
of the "unnecessarily broad surveillance and domestic spying
powers" and "anti-democratic
security measures" granted in the
bill, according to a press release.
In launching the "Patriot II"
Act, President Bush has even put
himself at odds with some
Republican legislators who have
joined Democrats in an effort to
tone down part of the original
Patriot Act.

According to an Associated anniversary of the September 11
Press wire story, House Judiciary attacks, calling the nation to action
Committee chairman, James against future terrorists.
Sensenbrenner Jr. (R-Wis.) said
"We will not wait for further
he has reservations about the new attacks on innocent Americans.
subpoena powers the President is The best way to protect the
seeking for anti-terrorism investi- American people is to stay on the
gations.
offensive," he said.
However, a recent CNN/USA
Student groups in universities
Today/Gallup poll found that across the nation are rising up
only 22 percent of Americans against the implications of the
thought the administration had new Patriot Act.
gone "too far" in restricting civil
"Expanding the Patriot Act is
liberties.
simply expanding the shame our
The poll also found that two- president is bringing to this nation
thirds believe the government by attacking our principles in libshould not take anti-terrorism erty," said Timothy Kaldas of
steps which violate civil liberties. Students for Peace and Justice at
The President promoted the The
George
Washington
new measures during the second University.

10—ij ear-old Allegedly Raped at William & Marxj Partij
UW1RE
A
16-year-old
girl
announced last weekend
that she was raped at a
September 6 fraternity party
at the College of William &
Mary.
The girl, an unnamed resident of the middle peninsula area near Williamsburg,
was at a party at the Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity when
the
incident
allegedly

POT cont'd p.l
3. The overpopulation of the prison
system.
8,000+ people get penalized with the
mandatory minimum sentence of ten
' years. Prison systems are being prepared
to be given ova to corporations to produce products for a higher profit Hager
points out that the anti-drug campaign
will be used to "fuel the slave labor."
4. The millions of dollars that go
toward the drug war.
Hager points out that the millions
that go towards the war on drugs could
be used to educate people on the dangers of more harmful drugs snd the
rehabilitation of substance abusers. He
talked about how, in his middle and high
school, the teachers would tell them "if
[you] smoked pot, [youj'd grow breasts
like DoDy Parton, or...become sterile."
5. Weed is a big part of Hager's culture.
Hager, once a Lutheran, (bund that
the counterculture based around non-

plans."

A campus police statement said the girl was dancing with an unnamed male
student when his female
friend invited her upstairs
for a drink. The girl accepted a shot of rum, and proceeded to follow the male
student into his room, she
told police.
The police statement
then said the student immediately closed the door,
pushed the girl down and
began to aggressively tear

violence and acceptance of all cultures,
was more agreeable with his ideals.
Because pot is such a large part of the
counterculture, Hager argues that he
should have the right to smoke in accordance with his faith.
Bob Stutman, right away, defended his
friendship with Hager, saying, "You will
never see us personally attack each
other...you can disagree with someone
without being personally disagreeable."
He then goes on to completely contrast
Hager's argument He says "just because
marijuana is natural, does not mean it is
good."
In response to Hager's argument that
it is medicinally favorable, he said, "any
doctor that tells you to smoke anything is
afooL"
Stutman does agree with Hager,
though, that locking people up for the
use of drugs is stupid, and the nation
could save money if they would change
the policies.
As for hemp, Stutman points out that

it is legal in Europe, but the majority
does not write on hemp paper or wear
hemp domes.
He points out, to oppose Hager's religious argument, that "just because we do
it in the name of religion also does not
mean it's right..F6ur guys smoking in a
basement somewhere does not constitute a religious experience."
Stutman reported that the number of
pot users has gone down during the last
ten years, and if "we legalize it, we will
have far more users," therefore losing die
progress that the nation had gained.
Both had many quotes taken from
medical journals to back up their points
of veiw - Hager, pulled from medical
journals that were pro-marijuana, quoting doctors that were forced into early
retirement that had been in support of
legalizing medical marijuana.
Ultimately, they wanted to show that
they appreciated the other's side of the
issue, and hoped that the students would
understand their points.

occurred.
Though the girl has not
filed charges and the
College is not involved in
the case, a state investigation is ongoing.
"The matter is in the
hands
of
the
Commonwealth's attorney,"
Vice President for Student
Affairs Sam Sadler said.
"We are not pursuing any
investigation on our own,
so not to prejudice his

off her clothes. She told
police that although she was
yelling "no" repeatedly and
crying, he held her down,
put on a condom and had
sex with her.
The report then said that
the male student said the
condom broke, at which
point the girl yelled "stop"
and the student allegedly sat
up, giving her an opportunity to get dressed and run
away.
According to the report, a
student who worked in the
fraternity complex said he
saw the girl immediately
afterward. The student said
the girl looked to be in a
state of "mental and physical" distress.
The girl sought treatment
at Riverside Walter Reed
Hospital in Gloucester, and
the campus police were
notified of the incident
early Sunday, September 7.
Following the incident,
the College of William &
Mary' has requested an
internal review of social
functions and alcohol on
the campus, led by Sadler.
The task force will access
policies and procedures
regarding alcohol that govern student activities.
William 8c Mary President
Timothy Sullivan told the
school's Board of Visitors

that he expects the report to
be finished by October 1.
William & Mary officials
stressed that they are taking
the matter seriously.
"We're not just twiddling
our thumbs waiting for the
results
of
[the
Commonwealth Attorney's]
investigation," Sadler said.
"All social privileges of
Lambda Chi Alpha have
been suspended until further notice."
National Lambda Chi
Alpha administrators also
are involved in the investigation.
"We have someone working directly with the campus
police in Williamsburg, and
we are cooperating thoroughly with the college and
legal authorities," said Kip
Zurcher, chief operating
officer of Lambda Chi
Alpha.
In a press release from the
National
Chapter
of
Lambda Chi Alpha, the fraternity expressed regret.
"Lambda
Chi
Alpha
Fraternity is aware of and
deeply saddened by the allegations regarding one of its
members at William &
Mary," the release stated.
"At this time no further
details are known, but the
fraternity will complete its
own investigation as well."
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Campus Wide Protest Held On Campus Monday

A Pro-Life van was used to transport protesters and banners on Monday

Some students even protested the protest. Senior Jake Von Reyn and
friends stood outside to speak out against the abortion protest.

Disgusted students make an effort to block the graphic pictures presented by the anti-abortion group.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Do You Need Something Notarized? Then
You Heed A Notary Public.
If You Heed a Notary Public Call x4112
and Ask For Zach:
Its only Two dollars and I'm on campus
so you don't have to walk far.

YEARBOOK
THAT'S RIGHT! THE VIRGINIAN IS COMING BACK TO THE LONGWOOD CAMPUS AND WE NEED YOU!
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BEING ON
STAFF, PLEASE COME TO A SHORT
INFORMATIONAL MEETING:

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
7:30PM
HINER 207

Calendar
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r

19

All Classes
Cancelled!!!!!
HW<Ml PtMIC

September 19-25, 2003

Vo-i
21

^0

^22

Field Hockey

Women's Soccer

@Rider (N.J.)
Noon

@Roanoke
lp.m.

^Aen's Soccer

Field Hockey

@Mary Washington
2 p.m.

@Monmouth (N.J.)
lp.m.

Sexual Responsibility
Week Begins
Finding a Summer
Internship
Career Center
5- 6 p.m.

Gyre Meeting
Amelia Room
6 p.m.

x

23
SGA Meeting

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Just for Seniors

,<

Career Center
5' 6 p.m.

Job Search
Strategy Workshop

Men's Soccer

Hiner Lobby
7- 8 p.m.

vs. Gardner-Webb (N.C.)
7 p.m.

Martial Arts Club
Graduate/Professional
School Admissions

Tabb Wrestling Room
7:30- 9:30 p.m.

Career Center
7-8 p.m.

Getting Married? Need a
Wedding Dress? Beautiful,
brand new, size 6. $600 value.
Bargain at $150. If interested
call Dawn @ 391-3413

Rotunda Meeting
Student Union (across from
the Post Office)
7:30 p.m.

<*£
Just for Juniors
and Sophomores
Career Center
5' 6 p.m.

Baptist Student Union
Behind Stubbs
5:15 p.m.

Unity Alliance
Grainger G16
8 p.m.

BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR
Rehearsal
If you love to sing and
praise GOD then this
is the place for you.
Every Thursday
Wygal 106 7 p.m.

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
at Longwood University
Every Tuesday at 7pm in the "B" & "C
room of Lankford.

59

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is charged with
music, given to humor, and deals with everything
from relationships to the nature of truth.
Visit us on the web at

www.longwoodchialpha.com

Features
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The Man Came Around; The Life and Death of Johnnij Cash
Line," "Folsom Prison Blues,"
"Sunday
Morning Coming
Down," "I Still Miss Someone,"
On the cold, gray morning of "A Boy Named Sue," and "Big
September 12, 2003, the man River," are among his greatest
finally came for Johnny Cash. hits, as well as "Ring of Fire,"
Cash, a music legend made which was written by his late
famous by his mournful, often wife, June Carter Cash.
bitter yet slyly optimistic sound,
Although slowed in recent
died of complications from dia- years by mounting illness and
betes Friday at Baptist Hospital in infirmity. Cash continued to
Nashville, Tennessee. He was 71.
release roughly an album a year
With his gravelly, baritone up until last year with the recordvoice, he helped spread the popu- ing ot his acclaimed American
lar rockabilly sound with the likes IV: The Man Comes Around.
of Chuck Berry, Elvis Presley,
The title track. Cash's biting
Carl Perkins, Ricky Nelson, lake on Judgment Day, is an
Buddy Holly, Bill Haley and the example of all that Cash has
Comets, Jerry Lee Lewis, Roy come to rule in the world of
.Orbison, the Everly Brothers, music: that deep, pensive voice,
and Ritchie Valens.
gritty country-folk sound, and
Unlike some of his contempo- eerie topical significance.
raries Cash was determined to
His latest string of albums,
stay true to his country and folk called the American series
beginnings, writing and singing include a number of spectacular
compassionately about the rough and redefining covers, such as
edges of Americana: the West, Depeche Mode's "Personal
cowboys, outlaws, prisoners, Jesus" and Nine Inch Nails'
hobos, blue-collar workers and "Hurt," the video for which won
desperate lovers. "I Walk the MTV's Video Music Award for
Shawn Garret!
Staff Writer

MLJ TWO Cents:

Ckeatin Heart

Ok. \£t's say [hypothetical/)/]
you have a girlfriend while you're in
college, butya(urgirlfriend lives back
The word of the week is igno- home and you see each other maybe
rance.
once a month. You two love each
Merriam-Webster
defines other a lot; you get along perfectly
ignorance as "...resulting from and the sex is great. But while
or showing lack of knowledge you're at college, jou meet another
or
intelligence"
(www.m- girl and become friends with her and
w.com).
there is a strong sexual attraction,
I think that its safe to say that but you're no more than friends.
we all saw a gross display of this What do you do?
world at least once this week.
Sincerely
Whether it be having to run
Oops, I did it again.
out of our dorms at 3 a.m.
despite the knowledge that the
One piece of personal inforfire alarm equipment was dam- mation that I edited out of this
aged (also due to ignorance) letter was that "Oops..." is a
thus causing the alarm to go off. freshmen. I don't want to
Or, our beloved school sound ignorant, but stick with
expecting us to study by flash- me here a second and I'm pretlight assuming that there is a ty sure that if this hasn't happower outage associated with a pened to you, you know somehurricane that seems to want to one to whom it has happened.
come ashore.
My friend, you have fallen
The word of the week is victim to what I call the
ignorance.
Freshman Relationship Curve.
Now on to the question of I will spare you the math lesthe week:
son; what it boils down to is
Dear Willard:
that if you decided to go far
Willard A. Vaughn
Opinion Editor

best cinematography.
John R. Cash was born on
February 26, 1932 in Kingsland,
Arkansas. Over the next 71 years
the singer-songwriter recorded a
staggering 1,500 songs and sold
more than 50 million records.
In a career that stretched back
to the birth of rock n' roll, the
music of the "Man in Black"-as
he was called for his lifelong
protest of injustice by wearing all
black both on and off stage-came
to exemplify the stories of the
downtrodden and disenfranchised, while blending the sounds
of folk, country, blues, and pop.
For those who loved him, Cash
was a rebel, an oudaw in his own
right from the soulless and empty
majority of the recording industry. No fancy lights or special
effects, usually standing alone on
stage with guitar in hand, one got
the impression he had done it all
himself-no roadies, no producers,
no mixers.
He opened every concert like
somebody new on the scene,
humble and unassuming. "Hello,"

away to college while having a
string attached to this person
back home, you're relationship
is more likely to fail within the
first month of school.
Now, before I get angry letters, think about it. I'm not saying that all long distance relationships are destined to fail.
They are just more likely to fail;
especially if you're a sociable
person, You go out, you meet
people, you see someone you're
attracted to, and you have some
premarital sex.
Then, you realize "HOLY
CRAP
I
HAVE
A
BOYFRIEND/GIRLFRIEND!"
And it all goes to hell in a
handbasket from there.
What you need to do (or
what I would do) is to evaluate
the situation. You have to ask
yourself, "Am I willing to give
up this potentially healthy, loving, long lasting relationship for

he would always inform the audience, "I'm Johnny Cash." Cash
was the recipient of 11 Grammy
awards, most recendy for Best
Male Country Vocal Performance
for the song "Give My Love to
Rose."
He was inducted into the
Country Music Hall of Fame in
1980 and into the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame in 1992. His influence touched a generation of
singers who followed him, including Bruce Springstein, Tom Petty,
and Bob Dvlan, who often sited
Cash as a major source of inspiration.
Cash got his start on the now
legendary Sun Records in
Memphis. Sun owner Sam
Phillips initially denied him a
recording contract. In order to
convince Phillips, Cash wrote the
lyrics to the little known "Hey
Porter," and then "Cry, Cry, Cry"
which was released in 1955 and
sold more than 100,000 copies.
Also in 1955, Cash recorded
"Folsom Prison Blues," which
reached No. 4 on the Billboard

Country and Western chart. He
went on to tour with Elvis, Luther
Perkins, and George Jones and in
the following year released "I
Walk The Line," which reached
No, 1 on the C & W chart and the
top 20 on the Billboard Pop
chart.
Cash began to turn out hit after
hit and started making several television appearances on variety
and music programs. At the
zenith of his popularity, Cash was
making more than 250 appearances a year and was starring in
his own show entitled "The
Johnny Cash Show."
Even with all of his success,
Cash was unable to resist the
temptation of drugs and alcohol.
His personal life began to collapse after week long binges and
tirades from his abuse of over the
counter medication and then
heavier drugs, such as cocaine and
heroin.
After a spiral into self-destruction that lasted several years and

See CASH p. 11

Ambassador Spotlight
By Emily Miller
There were times at Longwood when...
At It was lights out at 11:00pm for the freshmen, so they hid in
the bathrooms to study.
A\ You couldn't drink within the town limits of Farmvilte- taxi
loads of students would go down to "Leo's" (a beer joint at
Dowdy's Comer,) just outside the town limits.
A>. There was no Oktoberfest-1 only "Circus* a homecoming
weekend for alums.
Ak Girts were required to wear a hat to church (everyone had to
go to church.)
/* Freshmen were known as "rats" and had to wear beanies.
Ai Raincoats were worn over nightgowns to breakfast and to
class.
/* The dorm room door had to be left open and feet had to be
kept on the floor when you had a visitor.
Ai It was 107° for ten days straight.
Ai The students lived with the college president, and he was their
legal guardian.
Girts sunbathed on the roof in dyed underwear and bias.

a fling."

A:

See TWO CENTS p. 11

/* A date had to come calling for his girl at the Rotunda and wait
for her in the parlor.
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Letter s From London
Paula Nusbaum
Staff Writer
I'm finally in I.ondon. I've been
here for three days and everything
is so overwhelming.
I'm not sure even where to
begin. I-ondon is such a wonderful
city - it isn't what I expected. The
weather has been perfect although I've been told that it
won't last long,. The students are
friendly.
I'm living in Marleybone, which
is in Zone 1 or central London. It's
the perfect location for someone
who wants to really experience the
city atmosphere, very much the
opposite of Farmville.
London is a lot like NYC where
there are lot of people, lots of
shops, and tons of things to do.
The biggest difference I can find
between the two is that London
smells a lot better - at least in the
area I live.
I haven't met many British students yet because the international
students have to do a lot of orientation sessions together, but I'm
hoping that once classes begin I
will be able to meet more people. I
have mosdy English classes, including: Modernism I, Post War British
Fiction, and Linguistics. I also have
a course called Art and Society,
where teachers take students to the
museums like the National Gallery,
the Tate Modern, and St. Paul's

Church for
the class period.
I'm somewhat of a
novice at art,
but I'm hoping to learn a
lot through
the course. I
also had my
first outing
last night.
Cultural
Experiences
Abroad,
a.k.a. CEA, is hosting my trip here
at the University of Westminster,
and besides helping prepare the
students for their trip here, they
also organize periodic excursions
and events for us.
Last night Danielle; our on-sight
director, took us out to Wine's
Wharf, which is south of the River
Thames.
At the restaurant we had the
opportunity to do wine tasting
(don't worry - I'm 21) and try tapas
(appetizers).
The wine was ok (don't really
have a taste for it) but the food was
good. It was a lot different from
American food like buffalo wings
and onion rings. My favorite tapa
was a duck spring roll it was different but very good.
So far adjusting to London has
been relatively painless. You do

have to accommodate certain differences, but those differences are
so subde or insignificant that it's
easy to adapt to them.
For example, driving in the UK
is opposite that in the US. So you
just need to be cautious when
crossing the road to make sure you
don't get run over (I've come close
a few times).
Also, the drinking water tastes
different here it's very subde, but
definitely different. Still, water is
water.
Even though it can be frustrating at times I like the differences. It
not only forces you to appreciate
luxuries you enjoyed in the US, but
also to become flexible and patient,
which are good qualities to have.
I will update you again next
week with my first couple days of
classes.
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CASH cont'd p.10

You have to figure out what
each person in this love triangle means to you and
carefully define that. Like I
said last week, don't let
someone else define what
they mean to you.
You have to work on
making yourself happy
before you can make someone else happy.
If your current significant other fails in comparison to this new healthy
strong attraction, then perhaps it's time to cut them
loose and see what happens. Just make sure you're
completely
honest
the
entire way with everyone
involved.
If you have any relationship related questions, feel
free to send them to rotunda@longwood.edu with my
name in the subject. And as
always, be kind to each
other's hearts; the next one
that breaks might be yours.

culminated in a land of final internal struggle in a cave just outside
Chattanooga, Tennessee, Cash
found what he called "a peace with
God" and emerged with a renewed
faith in Christ "It was said of jazz
great Duke Ellington that his musk
was *beyond category,1" said Charles
Wolfe, music historian and author at
Middle Tennessee State University.
"The same could be said of
Johnny Cash - he too was beyond
category. His music was simply a
genre unto itself, Johnny Cash
musk."
Cash continued to work in an out
of the spotlight, most recendy with
famed producer Rick Ruben, who
signed such acts as Run DMC and
was responsible for much of the
early success of labels like Def Jam.
Johnny Cash is survived by four
daughters, one son, 12 grandchildren and millions of fans the world
over.
Richard Cline of VCU and
Justin Davey of Middle Tem.
State University ccntritanted to
this repcrt.

Unity Alliance
Do you support equal rights for everyone?

If you care about diversity issues, this
is the organization for you! We seek to
promote inclusion and equality.
Anyone and everyone is welcome!
THUHSMYS AT 9 PM
IN GKAING€K 16

The New Wau To Evaluate Professors
John Swapceinski and Justin
Ranson
Guest Writers

Each semester, college students
are asked to fill out teacher evaluations, only to watch the information disappear into the abyss,
never to be seen again.
Word of mouth was the only
option students had to learn
about professors until recendy.
At
RateMyProfessors.com
(http://www.ratemyprofessors.c
om), students can now anonymously rate professors on their
helpfulness, clarity, difficulty of
classes, and even physical attractiveness.
Students can also leave com-

ments about professors and the
courses they teach.
The website was founded in
1999 by John Swapceinski, who
graduated that year from San
Jose State University. "I got the
idea for the site after taking a
class with a particularly dastardly professor who often left students in tears and genuinely
seemed to enjoy it," he said.
Students who visit the site
can check professors' ratings, or
rate professors on a 1 to 5 scale,
5 being the best, in the categories of helpfulness, clarity,
and easiness.
Although some expect the
site to be just a place to bash
professors, almost 70% of the

ratings are positive, according to
Swapceinski.
At the time of this writing,
RateMyProfessors.com had a
total of 583 ratings for 130
Longwood University professors.
Longwood University's highest
rated
professor
was
Professor Jim Jordan of the
Anthropology department, with
an overall rating of 4.9.
Of the 15 ratings for this professor, comments included "if
you don't laugh in class, you
should see a physician as soon
as possible," and "Dr. Jordan is
DA BOMB!! His stories rock
and he makes anthropology
fun!"

The website also displays
each school's "hottest" professors, indicated by a red chili
pepper icon. With 10 "hot"
votes, Professor Larissa Smith
just may be the sexiest professor
on campus.
The site is not without its
critics. Some students question
the validity of the ratings, especially since students are not
required to log in to rate professors.
Even the site's list of frequently asked questions admits,
"Remember, we have no way of
knowing who is doing the rating
- students, the teacher, other
teachers, parents, dogs, cats,
etc"

The website includes a section
of the funniest ratings ever posted. One reads, "Boring! But I
learned there are 137 tiles on the
ceiling." Another: "He will
destroy you like an academic
ninja."
Swapceinski stated he receives
threats of legal action from irate
professors every week. "It's
amazing," he said, "the number
of professors with Ph.D's who
don't get the concept of the First
Amendment."
About the authors: John
Swapceinski is the founder of
RateMyProfessors.com.
Justin Ranson is a Sophomore
Music Education student at
Longwood University.
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by Sam Wise-Ridges

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)
Hope!ully trie flood from your watery butt will dry up before kurricane Isabel comes and wasbes botb of you down stream.
Libra (Sep. 23-Oct 22)
Coffee in tbe Student Union tastes like wateru butt; connections? I don't know.
Scorpio (Oct 23.-Nov. 21)
If your partner is spending more time in gum tban witb uou maybe uou sbould re-tbink your bedroom techniques. Did uou
see tbe interview witb Arnold on Oprah?
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)
Don t bead for cover; bead for tbe party.
Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)
You mean Greeks can't talk to non-Greeks tbis week? Maybe tbis rule sbould be implemented all year long.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You look like a dead f isb.
Pisces (Fekl9-Mar. 20)
All bail to tube tops and booty sborts.

f ougae to Cheefc
J:
Hi

by Ellie Woodruff

-..Yes A"b »sW*-- VltHiinX

^

Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
Wbo doesn t love tbe boobies?

«*>k Auftna

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
My mom says you re welcome.
Cancer (June 21-Julu 22)
Tbe only vertical horizon tbe school has seen
thus far is your ass crack.

Vleekwd , The

<\nSwece.A 4ta

joke yzM
fo< Z <iAuj a*d boved luwdies,

yp
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
It would do some good to listen to WMLU 913
on Fridays from l-3pm. Except not tbis week
or next week, but after tbat, you're good to go.

FWIM

%

0■

7

iS"

J

J*$3tf

$K&

U>Unlu23~Aua.22)
Welcome Isabel witb open arms.

"He/p protect your local satirist, stop overwhelming stupidity."
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Outdoor Film Series Ends Early
Greg Tsigaridas
Guest Writer

The Downtown Film Series was
supposed to present West Side
Story, the final film of the sixth
season of the award-winning
"Stars Under The Stars" program.
The winner of 10 Academy
Awards including Direction,
Cinematography, Score, and Best
Picture, West Side Story is considered to be among the best musicals ever and helped to usher in a
new era of movie musical.
Echoing jbe^-love story of
Shakespeare's Romeo arm Juliet, the

film stars Natalie Wood and
Richard Bcymer as star-crossed
lovers whose ethnic backgrounds
tie them to rival gangs.
As their impossible love affair
develops, the Sharks and the Jets
fight to claim and protect their
share of territory in early 1960's
New York.
The familiar story is supported
by a memorable soundtrack by
Leonard Bernstein and Stephen
Sondheim, stunning choreography, and brilliant direction from
Robert Wise and Jerome Robbins.
The influence of West Side
Story is far-reaching, and can be
seen in everything from GAP ads,

to movies such as Shrek and
Analyse That to Micheal Jackson's
video for "Beat It."
West Side Story will be canceled
due to hurricane Isabel. The
Outdoor Film Series will resume
again next summer.
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Woodburn Road
Performing Virginia
Acoustic Rock

Parents Weekend Still a Joy in the Rain
Brette Lawrence
Staff Writer

For many students, Parents
Weekend is the first time since
they've moved in that they are
able to see their family.
Despite the rain, students
seemed to enjoy seeing their parents and participating in the activities that the school had planned.
The weekend included several
workshops, as well as the quarter
mile fundraiser that was put on by
the University's Fraternities and
Sororities.
Also occurring on Saturday
afternoon were the "Captains
Choice" golf tournament, and
other fun family athletic events.
Also, Lancer Productions showed
the popular film Finding Nemo
early in the afternoon.
There were also several performances including Barry Drake
doing a bit on 60's rock, and
when the music mattered.
Also performing was David
Binder, who played music during
lunch on Saturday. Saturday night,
the Jarman Auditorium was hysterical, courtesy of the comedic
antics of the Second City
Comedy Troupe.
While it was good that a variety
of activities were provided, many
students felt a little overwhelmed
by the assortment of events that
they had to decide between, and
not everyone was able to attend
all of the activities that they had
wanted to go to.

The bookstore was also
opened extended hours this
weekend to fill the needs of visiting families who were flocking to
the store to stock up on
I-ongwood University spirit-wear.
They bookstore gave out valuable coupons that were worth
20% off of any item.
While most of the- activities
were not affected by Saturday's
inclement weather, a few changes
had to be made.
The picnic lunch that was
scheduled had to be moved

indoors, and many of the participants who were supposed to
attend the golf tournament on
Saturday afternoon did not show

up.
Despite this, those who did
show up seemed to enjoy themselves.
( h erall, parents ' weekend
seemed to be a hit. On Sunday
afternoon, the families headed
for home .thinking about the fun
time they had at this year's parents weekend at Longwood
University.

91.3fm
THE MUSIC OT1 LON GWO OD UNIVERSITY

Got something on your mind?
Can't find anyone who plays your music?
Need to meet some really fun new people?

Join WMLU

$5 ccv&i

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL AT
CHARLEYS!
jjBf

FEATURING:

^B^~

flr

|1 CHILI DOGS ^
}0.25 CHICKEN WINGS
ADULT BEVERAGE SPECIALS

OR TRY TO EAT A POUND Of4fc,
ATOMIC WINGS FOR A FREE *L

T-SHIRT! A*A \
Longwood's very own radio station.
Meetings: Sundays at 9 in the Hiner Auditorium.

•*

GAMES BEGIN AT9PM, SO DONT BE
LATE!

Sports
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Field Hockey Victorious in John
Wesner Memorial Tournament
Sports Information

The Longwood University field
hockey team captured the John
Wesner Memorial Tournament
championship this weekend
winning three games in two days
over Catawba, Kut2town and
Indiana-Pennsylvania.
Sophomore Alexis Ramey
(Westminster, Calif. /Marina)
was named the Tournament
MVP among five LU players
earning
AllTournament
Team
honors.
-- '•
Ramey was joined on
the
All-Tournament
Team by Hawkins,
along with sophomores
Sarah
Hitchings
(Virginia
Beach,
Va./Kempsville), Julie
Price
(Stafford,
Va./North Stafford),
and Marina Sizow
(Virginia
Beach,
Va./Kempsville).
In the first game
against Catawba, the
Lancers came out in
full force, scoring three
goals in the first half.
Sizow nailed a shot
straight into the back
on the net off of a
penalty corner at the
20:50 mark.
Ramey
also
scored
for
Longwood off of a
penalty corner at the 10:20
mark.
Senior Andrea Wilkinson
(Chantilly, Va./Chantilly) made
the score 3-0 going into the half,
putting the ball past the goalkeeper off of a cross from Price
at the top of the circle with 30
seconds left.
In the second period,
Hitchings put one in the net at
the 18:20 mark with help from
Wilkinson. Price put the finishing touches on the shut out,
scoring on a penalty corner
from senior Erin Sixsmith
(Alexandria, Va./West Potomac)
with five minutes left in the
match.
i

Longwood split its rime in
the net between junior Julie
Patterson
(Esmont,
Va./
Monticello), who played for 50
minutes and had one save, and
freshman Chris Cimino (Fairfax
Station, Va./Hayfield) who was
credited with four saves in 20
minutes.
Senior Maria Maculairis (Red
Bank,
N.J./Rumson-Fair
Haven)
and
sophomore
Shannon Ratte (Virginia Beach,
Va./Kempsville) were credited

in the first half when Ramey
found the back of the cage at
13:43, assisted by freshman
Katy Lernihan (Fredericksburg,
Va./ Chancellor) on a penaltycorner play.
Wilkinson gave the Lancers a
2-0 lead at the intermission
when she tallied a goal at 16:43,
assisted by Hawkins. Ramey
added an insurance goal in the
second half at 52:25, assisted by
Ratte on another penalty-corner
play for a 3-0 lead.
The host Indians
avoided the shutout
when Chrissy Hill
scored a goal at 54:36,
assisted by Kandice

Pyles.

with one defensive save each.
In game two of the tournament, the Lancers took a 1-0
lead over Kutztown going into
the half, with Ramey scoring at
the 12:61 mark.
Kutztown came back in the
second half and scored with
three minutes remaining to
send the game into overtime.
In the extra period, Hawkins
gave the Lancers the victory
scoring off a rebound from the
goalkeeper at the 11:10 mark.
Patterson played all 70 minutes in net for Longwood and
recorded 11 saves.
In the championship match,
Longwood opened the scoring

Patterson played all
70 minutes in net for
the Lancers and made
12 saves as Indiana-Pa.
took a 12-8 advantage
in shots, and a 16-13
edge in penalty-corners. Jamie Parell five
saves for the hosts.
I^ongwood is now 34 overall and will play
again this Friday, Sept.
19, at NCAA Division
I Towson University in
Maryland.
The Lancers' offense
this season is led by a
group of underclassmen.
Sophomore Alexis
Ramey has tallied five
goals and one assists in seven
games, including scoring four
goals this past weekend at the
John
Wesmer
Memorial
Tournament.
Sophomore Julie Price and
freshman Jen Hawkins follow
with one goal each, while senior
Erin Sixsmith leads Longwood
with two assists.
In net for the Lancers, junior
Julie Patterson has recorded 56
saves and a .737 saves percentage.
Freshman Chris Cimino saw
her first action for Longwood as
goalkeeper against Catawba
Saturday and had four saves in
20 minutes.
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Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call
for
group
discounts.
Information/Reservations
1 -800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com.

Women s Cross Country Wins
Danville Collegiate Challenge
Sports Information

Longwood University totaled
33 points to win the seventeam
2003
Danville
Collegiate
Challenge
September 13 in Danville the second-straight year that
the lancers have won this
event.
Junior Jessica Walton/
Williamsburg (Jamestown)
who won the 5K (3.1 miles)
race with a course-record
and personal-best time of
20:41 among 34 runners
overall.
I-ongwood will return to
action September 20 with its
participation in the James
Madison
University

Invitational in Harrisonburg.
In Danville, Walton was
followed by junior Lynette
Robinson/Mineral (Louisa
Co.) with her time of 20:43 to
place third — also bettering
the previous course-record.
Other Longwood runners
included
juniors
Tiffany
Denby/
Charlottesville
(Monticello) (23:13, 9th) and
Holly Miller/ Newport News
(Woodside) (23:28, 10th),
along with graduate student
Theresa
Bridge/Farmville
(Prince Edward Co.) (24:11,
14th).
Following the JMU competition, Longwood will participate in the Maymont Festival
September 26 in Richmond.

Men s Cross Country Second in
Danville Collegiate Challenge
Sports Information

Longwood University totaled
77 points to finish second
among seven teams at the
2003 Danville Collegiate
Challenge September 13 in
Danville.
For the second-straight
week, it is the highest team
finish for the Lancers in the
three-year history of the program.
Barton (N.C.) won the
event with 46 points.
Longwood will return to
action September 20 with its
participation in the James
Madison
University
Invitational in Harrisonburg.
In Danville, freshman
Keith
Smith/Powhatan
(Powhatan) led Longwood
with his time of 30:21 to

place fourth among 47 runners overall in the 8K (5.0
miles) event.
Smith was followed by
classmate
Chris
Gibbs/Richmond (L.C. Bird)
(32:42,15th), sophomore Joel
Burkett/Chester field
(Manchester) (33:47, 20th),
junior Greg Harrison/Fairfax
(Robinson) (33:48, 21st),
freshman
Wes
Spece/Martinsville (Carlisle)
(34:14, 25th), sophomore
John Lampkins/Chesapeake
(Western Branch) (35:58,
29th), along with freshman
Deo Smith/ Bridgeport,
Conn. (Kolbe Cathedral)
(41:28, 44th).
Following the JMU competition, Longwood will participate in the Maymont Festival
September 26 in Richmond.
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Men s Soccer Takes Double Loss at
Old Dominion Stikl Soccer Classic
Sports Information

The Longwood University men's
soccer team faced tough competition this past weekend at the
Old Dominion Stihl Soccer
Classic in Norfolk, Va.
In Friday's match against
William & Mary, the Lancers
came out strong, but couldn't
hold off the Tribe, falling 6-0.
Longwood split time in the
net between freshman Justin
Brock (Palo Alto, Calif./Palo
Alto), who had two saves, and
sophomore Bryan Sanford
(Springfield,
Va./West
Springfield) who was credited
with one save.
Senior forward Mark Connelly
(Warrenton, Va./Fauquier) led
the Lancers with two shots, followed by senior midfielder
Shawn Spilman (Cincinnati,
Ohio/Oak Hills) with one.
In Sunday's game against No.

6 Old Dominion, the Lancers
battled tough for the opening 45
minutes as the hosts could only
manage one first-half goal at
22:52 from Attila Veridegh.
The powerful Monarchs
pulled away in the second half,
getting goals from Vendegh
(49:05), Kyle Hartley (55:16), a
pair from Kevin McMenamin
(64:50, 75:46), and Gianni
Cimini (84:27) for a final score
of 6-0.
Sanford started in goal and
played the first 51:39, allowing
just two goals with two saves as
Old Dominion took a 15-3
advantage in shots and an 8-1
edge in corner-kicks.
Brock finished in front of the
net, playing the final 30:21 and
allowing four goals with two
saves.
Monarch keepers Samuel
Cameron (1) and John Connelly
combined for one save.
Spilman and junior Stuart

Bcrtsch (Norfolk, Va./Maury)
were each named to the AllTournament Team.
The Lancers are now 2-5 this
season and will play again this
Wednesday, September 17, at
Division I Winthrop University
in South Carolina.
The Lancers are led this season by Bertsch who has scored
three goals and tallied 14 shots
through seven games.
Matt
Dishner
(Mechaniscburg, Pa./Jefferson
Forest [Va.]) and James Agorsor
(Gambrillis, Md./South River)
each have one goal for the
Lancers, while Spilman and
Tony
Soles
Springfield,
Va./West Springfield) have been
credited with one assist apiece
this season.
In the net, Brock has recorded 18 saves and a .514 saves percentage, while Sanford has 12
saves and a .632 saves percentage.

ROOMMATE WANTED!
Longwood Village apartments
ONLY 1WS5/month!
Move-In as *non as OCTOBER 1", 2003!
Includes:
*
"k
*
*
*

Waier
Klcctricity
Heal/Air Conditioning
High-speed internet connection
Use of stale-of-ilie-sfi clubhouse,
swimming pool and hot tub

CONVENIENT LOCATION!

DISCOUNTED RENT!!"!
tmemftod? Conner l.orm *2Kln ot niter V:30pm ar 391
Mil1). C'nnrsrr \ifl email *r alorcnharcher^Vihon.ocitn

Women's Soccer Overall Record: 1^2-1
Sports Information

Longwood
University
went 0-1-1 during the past
week, including a 0-0 doubleovertime tie at NCAA
Division I Liberty University
September 13 after a 4-1 setback at Francis Marion (S.C.)
September 10.
The Lancers are now 1-2-1
this season, and were sched-

uled to play again September
17 at Division II Barton
College in North Carolina.
At Liberty — a member of
the Big South Conference,
the Lancers and Flames
played through 90 minutes
of regulation and an additional 20 minutes of overtime (two 10-minute periods) with neither team able
to dent the scoreboard.
Longwood's best scoring
opportunity was a
shot that went just
wide of the far
post when senior

Phoebe
Munson/ Virginia
Beach (Tallwood)
beat the
host
keeper.
Junior keeper
L i n d say
Naill/Alexandria
(Bishop Ireton)
made seven saves

as Liberty took a 9-3 shotadvantage, and a 3-2 edge in
corner-kick opportunities.
At FMU, the Patriots led
3-0 at the intermission en
route to the victory.
Longwood tallied a goal
early in the second half to
narrow the deficit to 3-1 as
sophomore
April
Lockley/California,
Md.
(Leonardtown) finished a
cross from freshman Kelsie
Bradberry/Richmond
(Monacan) at 55:49.
The hosts wrapped-up the
scoring with a goal at 89:25.
Freshman keeper Heather
Storrie/Spring Grove, Pa.
(Spring Grove) played the
first half with no saves,
while Naill had one save in
the second half for the
Lancers.
Francis Marion took a 105 advantage in shots, and a
6-3 edge in corner-kick

opportunities.
Through four

matches.

Longwood is led in scoring
by Bradberry with one goal
and one assist for three
points (0.75). Bradberry is
followed by Lockley (1 goal)
along with freshmen Anna
Gravely/Virginia
Beach
(Frank W. Cox) (1 goal) and
Tiffany
Crane/Virginia
Beach (Kellam) (2 assists).

Naill has played 155 minutes in front of the net,
allowing just one
goal (0.58) with
eight saves for an
.889 save percentage.
Storrie
has
played 225 minutes
in front of the net,
allowing six goals
(2.40) with 12
saves for a .667
save percentage.
Following the
Barton
match,
Longwood
will
return home to Lancer Field
to host Division I Virginia
Military Institute — another
member of the Big South
Conference September 19 at
7 p.m. in Farmville.
The Lancers will then play
on the road again September
21 at Division III Roanoke
College.

Sexual Responsibility Week
September 22nd-26th
Monday, September 22 - Sex in the Dark
LOCATION: Lankford Student Union '€' Room 8:00pm
Come hear what others have to say about sexual health. This program
will give you the opportunity to ask questions and talk openly without being
recognized. It is completely in the dark!
Tuesday, September 23 - Sex Jeopardy
LOCATION: Lankford Student Union 'A' Room 6:00pm
This fun spin on the popular game show will help attendees gain a
*- better understanding of sexual health issues facing college students today.
Wednesday, September 24 - Fearsome Foursome
LOCATION: Lankford Student Union 'B' & 'C Rooms

6:00pm

I

This is the true story:§f 4 Longwood students and their journey to help
others understand what it's like to not be heterosexual on college campuses.
Come see what happens wien people start asking questions and getting
informed!
Thursday, September 25 - Healthy Relationships
LOCATION: Lankford Student Union <B' & <C Rooms

6:00pm

Come hear Dr. Frank Howe talk about what it means to have a healthy
relationship and characteristics of healthy relationships,

Sponsored by the Student Health and Wellness Center, Counseling Center,
Unity Alliance, Wellness Advocates, and Peer Helpers
If you have questions, please call 2509!

